Morphology and kinematics studies of the upper extremity and its clinical application in deformity correction.
Morphological and kinetic studies using computer-generated bone models are helpful for determining normal articular movements and various pathological conditions of the wrist joints, forearms, and elbow joints. Previous studies consisted of kinetic analyses that were carried out by superimposing three-dimensional bone models created on a computer on the basis of CT data obtained by scanning the limbs in several different positions. We applied the techniques used in such studies and have discovered a method for carrying out surgical procedure simulations aimed at correcting upper limb deformities. In addition, we have developed a system aimed at assisting surgical procedures conducted in accordance with simulations by using patient-matched guides (patient-matched instruments, PMI) and custom-made osteosynthesis plates. Our system has allowed for accurate anatomical corrections to be carried out three-dimensionally during a simple surgical procedure. The system was clinically used in the treatment of cubitus varus as well as malunited distal radial fractures and forearm fractures. As a result, accurate correction and favorable clinical outcomes have been achieved. Together with the development of therapeutic techniques, we have also simultaneously developed the related technological system, which consists of imaging protocols aimed at reducing the amount of radiation exposure and creating statistical shape models, as well as web-based tools for communication between physicians and engineers.